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Abstract: Intellectual capital and knowledge management explain the company’s 

performance. It is a very important dimension to improve the company’s dynamic capabilities 

and performance based on those factors. In addition, the aim of this paper is to investigate the 

relationship between intellectual capital, knowledge capacity, and dynamic capability, also the 

relationship between intellectual capital and knowledge capacity as well. To do these 178 data 

have been conducted across companies in the region. Based on the result, it has been observed 

that intellectual capital has a strong and significant impact on dynamic capabilities, also 

knowledge capacity has a significant impact on dynamic capability, eventually intellectual 

capital has also a significant impact on dynamic capability. It is suggested that the company 

owners and top managers should provide healthy and enough knowledge and intellectual 

capital. 

Keywords: intellectual capital, knowledge management (capacity), dynamic capability, human 

capital, structural capital, relational capital.   

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In today’s highly competitive business environment, knowledge is widely recognized for its importance as a 

critical resource for competitive advantage of firms, to do that Knowledge is a key to effective competition. 

intangible resources and competencies are crucial for firms to survive in dynamic environments (Subramaniam 

and Youndt, 2005a, b; Teece et al., 1997). In other word knowledge management can be seen as, the systematic 

underpinning, conservatism, measurement and optimization of the organization’s knowledge economies.  

To cope with the rapid changes in the environment, firms should need to focus on internal effectiveness of the 

organization that they can adapt to external environment effectively as updating current organization’s culture, 

structure and procedures (Budur et al., 2018; Budur and Poturak, 2021a). Knowledge management is to an 

extent an issue of awareness (Demir et al., 2021). It nonetheless requires an infrastructure cultural, operational 

and technical. A Chief Knowledge Officer needs to be appointed to manage the company’s knowledge assets in 

much the same way as the CFO (chief financial officer) manages its capital. According to the knowledge 

management there are four main aspects of knowledge management, which are Individual knowledge 

management, Team knowledge management, organizational knowledge management, and Inter-Organizational 

Knowledge Management (Ron Young, 2010). 

In general, knowledge processes can be regarded as the process of interaction, communication and coordination 

of knowledge or expertise (Haas and Hansen, 2007). It comprises a set of shared understandings related to 

providing employees with access to relevant information and using existing knowledge within organizations 

(Lin, 2007b; Demir and Budur, 2019). Another dimension that research explains is knowledge storage or 

knowledge transfer, Knowledge transfer within an organization or between organizations has become a hotly 

debated topic within information and knowledge management literatures. Knowledge transfer has actually risen 

to the top of many corporate agendas because knowledge is crucial for a firm to gain and sustain competitive 

advantage. (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Albino, Claudio, and Schiuma, 1990) 

As Dunn (1983) points put, to improve the practical consequences of using knowledge, we need to examine the 

complex processes of knowledge utilization. To the extent that utilization is Rich considered to be almost 

exclusively a process, one should ask: towards what end is the process oriented is it oriented towards some kind 

of instrumental change, towards planning, towards designing services for consumers or different users, or 

towards generally facilitating effective problem solving? From a process perspective, it is equally important to 

determine the extent to which the usage of facts is a priori good independent of a specific outcome (Ali, 2021; 

Demir et al., 2020). 

Intellectual capital takes three basic forms: human capital, structural capital, and customer and relational capital. 

Human capital includes knowledge, skills, and abilities of employees. Human capital is an organization’s 

combined human capability for solving business problems. Human capital is inherent in people and cannot be 
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owned by organizations (Marginson, 2019). Therefore, human capital can leave an organization when people 

leave. Human capital also encompasses how effectively an organization uses its people resources as measured 

by creativity and innovation (Budur et al., 2021; Rashid et al., 2020). Structural capital is everything in an 

organization that supports employees (human capital) in their work. Structural capital is the supportive 

infrastructure that enables human capital to function (Benevene, P., and Cortini, M. 2010). Structural capital is 

owned by an organization and remains with an organization even when people leave. Structural capital includes 

such traditional things as buildings, hardware, software, processes, patents, and trademarks. In addition, 

structural capital includes such things as the organization’s image, organization, information system, and 

proprietary databases. So far, they have vital importance in shaping the external effectiveness of the 

organization in the customer perception and market effectiveness (Budur, 2020; Torlak et al., 2021a). Relational 

capital is the strength and loyalty of customer relations. Customer satisfaction, repeat business, financial well-

being, and price sensitivity may be used as indicators of customer capital (Budur, 2018b; Demir 2019; Torlak et 

al., 2019). The notion that customer capital is separate from human and structural capital indicates its central 

importance to an organization’s worth. The relationship with customers is distinct from other relationships either 

within or outside an organization (Budur et al., 2019; Demir et al., 2019). 

Accordingly, the aim of this paper is to investigate how the knowledge management with the dimension and 

intellectual capital effect on organization performance, it discussed a lot about knowledge management and it is 

time to know how intellectual capital has impact on organizational performance, Intellectual capital is becoming 

the preeminent resource for creating economic wealth. Tangible assets such as property, plant, and equipment 

continue to be important factors in the production of both goods and services. However, their relative 

importance has decreased through time as the importance of intangible, knowledge-based assets has increased. 

This shift in importance has raised a number of questions critical for managing intellectual capital. How does an 

organization assess the value of such things as brand names, trade secrets, production processes, distribution 

channels, and work-related competencies? What are the most effective management processes for maximizing 

the yield from intellectual assets? 

 

LITERATURE VIEW 

Importance of Knowledge Management at Organizations 

As mentioned before knowledge is the valuable asset of any company that used to improve the perception of the 

employees for developments (Budur, 2018a; Torlak et al., 2021b). KM refers to different processes. In the 

current literature there are some various classification. However, current paper classifies KM into four main 

subjects, which are individual level, team level, organizational level and inter organizational level knowledge 

management processes.  

The first one is individual or personal knowledge management refers to a range of organizations have 

implemented a KM method for personal knowledge management. This is a ‘bottom up’ method (Walton, 2012) 

and comes from the belief that by improving the personal ability of employees to better identify, capture, store, 

share and apply their personal knowledge, this will inevitably result, as an automatic outcome, in better 

knowledge management at the team, organizational, and inter-organizational levels (Ali and Anwar, 2021). The 

other driver for personal knowledge management is the growing need, for many individuals and organizations, 

to better tackle ‘information overload’ and make more sense of our world, to develop more focus, to become 

more proactive in task prioritization and decision making, to better manage time and projects. This also comes 

from the realization that this will reduce stress, increase personal creativity and productivity, and lead to greatly 

improved work-life balance (Tajeddini, 2016). The personal, or individual level refers to the personal 

knowledge, capabilities, experiences, competencies and personal development issues for each individual 

knowledge worker. Therefore, the strategies, methods and tools used for this dimension are at the personal level, 

and include methods and tools to personally capture, learn, interpret, envision, analyses, synthesize, 

communicate, create, share and apply (Ali & Sagsan, 2020). This is how personal or individual knowledge 

management works and how improves in any organization.  

When we move to the second aspect which is Team Knowledge Management, refers to how you gather, store, 

and organize information within your company (Ali and Bahadur, 2020; Ali, 2021). It's how you 

capture knowledge from one person or team and how you make that knowledge accessible to the rest of your 

organization. And a range of organizations have implemented a KM method for team knowledge management. 

This is an approach or method that comes from the realization that teams are ‘the key knowledge work units’ or 

knowledge engines of the organization.  

Recognized that a team that ‘collaborates’ well transfers knowledge between members much faster, and, as 

importantly, is a powerful creator of new knowledge. Project team leaders can now produce new knowledge as a 

key deliverable, as well as, and alongside the traditional project deliverables. Team knowledge management, 

therefore, is based on ‘Share’ or ‘Pull’ models of information and knowledge transfer, as opposed to the 

overused ‘Send’ or ‘Push’ models that create information overload. It is also based on team knowledge plans. 

With the introduction of powerful collaborative team technologies, in the late 1980’s early 1990’s, it became 
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possible, for the first time, for more effective collaborative virtual and cross functional team working across 

organizations and across the globe. 

Furthermore, when it comes to the third aspect of knowledge management is Organizational Knowledge 

Management. Most organizations have first embarked on an ‘organizational knowledge management’ approach 

(Jennex et al., 2003). The intention being to introduce a KM strategy and a supporting infrastructure for better 

creating, storing, sharing and apply knowledge across the entire organization. This approach is primarily a ‘top-

down approach’ (Butt, Ahmad, 2019). It starts by identifying the key knowledge assets, or critical knowledge 

assets of the organization that are needed to achieve its objectives, and then sets out to develop and leverage 

those assets as fast as possible. To do this, the organization sets up an organization-wide infrastructure to enable 

the identification, capturing, storing, sharing and applying of knowledge, retention and the re-use of knowledge 

assets. More continuous and collective processes, to capture new learning’s and ideas before, during, and after 

work events, and then turn them into good practice and knowledge repositories are implemented. Organization 

wide expert locators, and communities of practice, to accelerate knowledge flows, are developed. 

Nonetheless, the last one is Inter-Organizational Knowledge Management (Ngai, Jin, and Liang, 2008). The 

level of inter-organizational management refers to inter-enterprise relationships and knowledge value networks 

and partnerships. Hence, knowledge networks with customers, suppliers, partners, competitors, sub-contractors, 

stakeholders etc. Some organizations have embarked on these relationships at a global level, for example, inter-

governmental agencies, United Nations agencies, regional knowledge networks and knowledge clusters, and the 

development of common national knowledge platforms etc. Inter-Organizational knowledge management is 

based on the realization that the most valuable knowledge sources and resources can be, and probably are, 

outside your own organization. Commercial organizations and educational establishments are increasingly co-

partnering with customers, suppliers and even competitors, to collaborate, share and develop new knowledge 

and innovative products and services, together as one (Demir 2020). 

 

Importance of Intellectual Capital at Organizations 

Companies that use their knowledge as a source of competitive advantage are called knowledge organizations. 

Knowledge organizations derive their profits from the commercialization of the knowledge created by their 

human resource their employees (Choo and Alvarenga, 2010). In some cases, knowledge organizations 

differentiate themselves from the competition through their knowledge. Knowledge organizations are found in 

value-adding industries. In the product field they include computer companies and other advanced-technology 

firms, software companies, and manufacturers of new or differentiated products. Knowledge organizations in 

the services industry include law firms, consulting firms, financial services firms, and media companies 

(newspaper, periodicals, television, and radio). 

An argument of intellectual capital is best understood if one has a clear understanding of 'knowledge' in the 

business context. Business knowledge generally is of two kinds: that which is codified and that which is tacit. 

This distinction is very important strategically. Knowledge that is codified can be written down, transferred, and 

shared. Codified business knowledge is definable and can be protected by the legal system, whether as trade 

secrets, patents, copyrights, or semiconductor masks. If not protected by intellectual property law, codified 

information is often easy to imitate. In contrast, tacit knowledge, or know-how is by nature difficult to describe. 

It can be demonstrated but rarely codified. Tacit knowledge gets transferred through demonstration and on-the-

job training. Process knowledge, in manufacturing firms in particular, is often tacit. Relationship knowledge, 

often found in service firms, is also usually tacit. As with many things, the tacit knowledge position can be both 

an advantage and a disadvantage. Because it is difficult to transfer, tacit know-how is inherently protected. Once 

transferred, however, there are few means for the original owner to re-assert ownership. (Tsoukas, H, 2005).  

The term 'intellectual capital' was first published by John Kenneth Galbraith. His concept of the term 

incorporated a degree of 'intellectual action' rather than 'intellect as pure intellect'. The implication of this view 

is that intellectual capital is likely to be a dynamic rather than a static form of capital. 

We prefer to define intellectual capital as knowledge as paper has mentioned a lot about knowledge that can be 

converted into value. This definition is so wide, encompassing inventions, ideas, general knowledge, designs, 

computer programs, data processes, and publications. It is not limited to technological innovations, or to just 

those forms of intellectual property identified by the law (e.g., patents, trademarks, trade secrets) (Hughes, 

1988) For the manager, intellectual capital (IC) has two major components: human resources and structural 

capital (including intellectual assets). The distinction between these two kinds of IC is of particular importance 

to owners of knowledge companies. Unlike human resources, which are not interchangeable and cannot be 

owned by shareholders, intellectual assets are and can be. For this reason, it is clearly to the advantage of the 

knowledge firm to transform the innovations produced by its human resource into intellectual assets to which 

the firm can assert rights of ownership (Durmaz, 2017). One major task of IC managers is to transform human 

resource assets into intellectual assets. To facilitate this transformation, it is important to understand the 

differences between human and intellectual assets. Figure 2 shows how parts of a firm's IC are made up of 

knowhow (tacit knowledge) and intellectual assets (codified knowledge). 
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The assessment in intellectual capital through human resources of the firm that may be defined as the collective 

capabilities of employees to solve customer problems (Storey, 2016) The firm-wide human resource is the 

knowhow and institutional memory about topics of importance to the company. This resource includes the 

collective experience, skills, and general know-how of all of the firm's employees. It is a resource because it can 

generate value for the company (Mohammed et al., 2020), yet it would be difficult for the company to deliver 

this value without the employees themselves. For example, a law firm might count its staff of lawyers as its 

primary human resource. The lawyers appear in court and advise clients on legal matters. It is difficult to see 

how a law firm could provide such legal services to its clients without the carrier of skills, the lawyer. 

Complementary business assets are structural capital assets of the firm used to create value in the 

commercialization process (Swink & Nair, 2007). Typically, for knowledge companies, the business assets of 

the firm complement the innovations developed by the firm's human capital. These complementary business 

assets typically include processing facilities, distribution networks, prospect lists, supplier networks, service 

forces, and external organization capabilities (Demir 2020). Complementary assets may be thought of as the 

string of assets through which the technology must be processed in order to reach the customer (Budur and 

Demir, 2019; Budur and Poturak, 2021b)Obvious complementary assets are processing capabilities, storage 

capabilities, relationship networks, and sales outlets. Complementary assets could also be other complementary 

technologies, prospect lists, trademarks, or market relationships. No matter how exciting an intellectual asset 

itself may be, it will have little commercial value unless paired with the appropriate complementary assets. 

With this definition of complementary assets, it is now possible to more fully describe the knowledge firm in 

terms that allow one to contemplate all of the sources of value developed by its intellectual and structural capital 

(Feng et al., 2012; Poturak et al., 2020). As Figure 5 shows, the intellectual capital of the firm has four major 

elements in its make-up: human capital, structural capital, complementary business assets, and intellectual 

property (Faeq, 2020). A knowledge company's human capital is enabled by the firm's structural capital, which 

includes both tangible and intangible assets. Indeed, that portion of the firm's intellectual assets pertaining to 

business and administrative infrastructure may be viewed as an intangible element of the structural capital. The 

firm's structural capital includes as part of its tangible assets the business assets that complement the innovations 

produced by the IC. These complementary business assets not only process, refine and bring innovations to 

market, they also add value and bring profits to the firm themselves. 

 

Measuring Intellectual Capital 

 There are two general methods for measuring intellectual capital. The first method is to do a component-by-

component evaluation. This includes using units of measure appropriate for each component. For example, 

market share, the value of patents, and the number of work-related competencies each have unique units of 

measure (Baldeaux et al., 2012). In addition, different measures have different relevance and usefulness at 

different levels in an organization. For example, quantity measures are usually more relevant at the work unit 

level and financial measures are usually more relevant at the organization level. To be effective, all of these 

measures, whatever the unit of measure or wherever used in an organization, must be aligned so they reflect a 

common understanding of purpose and direction when looking at the organization as a whole.  

The second method is to measure the value of intellectual assets in financial terms at the organization level 

without reference to individual components of intellectual capital. Shareholder value is a key indicator in 

today’s economy of how effectively managers employ intellectual and other assets (Winandy and Lebow, 

2007). Therefore, measures expressed in financial terms that take into account the synergistic effect of 

intellectual assets at the organization level provide a key measure of progress and value. 

Eventually found out and see that there is a growing awareness that intellectual capital is a key asset for success 

in today’s economic environment. Intellectual capital is not just data or information in files and databases. It 

comprises all useful knowledge in whatever form in the organization. Intellectual capital is critically important 

in knowledge-based organizations and is becoming increasingly important in every other type of organization 

(Leon, 2013). Therefore, it is critically important that intellectual assets be well understood and properly 

managed if organizations are to compete successfully in today’s world economy. Effective management of 

intellectual capital begins with understanding. For this reason, this paper has provided a definition of intellectual 

capital to help managers understand the breadth of management requirements. Several models for classifying the 

components of intellectual capital were then presented so management might understand the depth of 

management requirements (Abdulla et al., 2020; Kamal and Shawkat, 2020). Finally, several measurement 

schemes were presented showing how intellectual capital can be viewed at both the component-by-component 

and organization levels. Management of intellectual capital is in its infancy, but interest is growing. Models and 

measurements are being developed with enthusiastic experimentation. The indication is that every organization 

should begin their quest for understanding and expertise in managing the preeminent asset for creating wealth in 

the future intellectual capital. 
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METHODOLOGY 

This section is going to explain the methods and methodologies that have been used. The purpose of this project 

is to realize of how employee’s perspectives and how the company efficiently use the intellectual capital and 

knowledge management for the success of the organization. In addition, to understand how company can be 

evaluated the company performance. Moreover, the paper helps the company to see how they are performing 

good, or anything missed in order to come over to the problems. 

 

Measures 

The questionnaire has 31 questions and consist of mainly three dimensions. Intellectual capital has been 

investigated through 14 questions, knowledge management capacity got 9 questions, and dynamic capabilities 

have been evaluated through 8 questions. The items of the questionnaire have been adopted from Sing and Rau 

(2016). Lastly, respondents have assessed the items via Likert scale which 1 represented “strongly disagree” and 

5 represented “strongly agree”. 

 

Sampling and Demographics of the Study  

178 data have been collected from various firms of Sulaymaniyah by the questionnaire survey made of 31 

questions and we have conducted these questions to the one that is working on a company in certain position. 

We have distributed as a paper surveys to be field and after that checking the questionnaires to see if there are 

any inappropriate survey results which have been excluded from the analyses. For this method as a post 

graduate student composed to collect data from many people that they are employed to see how they are really 

doing great performance in terms of intellectual capital and knowledge management.  

The demographic information can be seen as the table shows. 

 

Table 1: demographic information 
Education Proportion (%) 

Master and PhD Degree 9.6% 

Bachelor's Degree 64.4% 

University student  5.6% 

High scholl or less  14.6% 

Institute  5.6% 

Experience Proportion (%) 

Less than one year 3.9% 

1 to 3 years 38.2% 

4 to 6 years 35.4% 

7-9 years 14% 

More than 9 years  8.4% 

Position Proportion (%) 

Employee  66.9% 

Manager  7.3% 

Supervisor  20.2% 

Company owner  1,7% 

Other  3.9% 

 

According to the table that shows 9.6% percent are those who have master’s degree or PhD holders, but the 

majority of them who has completed bachelor’s degree which shows 64.4% percent. The majority of them were 

experienced between 3- and 6-years’ experience. And the most of them are in the employee position which 

shows 66.9% percent and 20.2% were supervisor.  

 

Research findings  

Hypothesis of the study  

H1 Intellectual capital has positive affect on the dynamic capability of the company  

H2 Knowledge management capacity has positive affect on dynamic capabilities  

H3 Intellectual capital has positive affect on knowledge management capacity  

 

Table 2: reliability test based on Cronbach alpha methodology 
  Reliability Item 

Intellectual Capital 0.87 14 

Knowledge Capability 0.89 9 
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Dynamic Capability 0.83 8 

 

Table above shows thee reliability analysis results. The analysis was conducted using Cronbach alpha 

methodology. For each dimension, Cronbach alpha was tested. It expected for each dimension Cronbach alpha 

would hold minimally 0.83 in order to consider the dimension as reliable. In this context, reliability can be 

defined as the same question will obtain as data in case they are asked to the same people in the same 

conditions. When the table is observed, it was seen that each dimension of the questionnaire held Cronbach 

alpha above 0.83. however, the dimension held value between 0.83 and 0.89. hence, it can be concluded that the 

questionnaire and the data are reliable enough to continue with the further analysis. 

 

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics 
Descriptive Statistics 

  Mean Std. Deviation N 

IntCap 4.2107 0.54972 178 

Knw 4.2447 0.61273 178 

DYn 4.0808 0.64705 178 

 

Based on the results that have been shown that the intellectual capital, knowledge management and dynamic 

capabilities are above of the average. Means that when a company use the intellectual capital and knowledge 

management in appropriate manner, they can increase the dynamic capabilities as well.  

 

Table 4: correlation findings 
 IntCap Knw DYn 

intellectual capital 1   

knowledge capacity .832
**

 1  

dynamic capability .832
**

 .835
**

 1 

N 178 178 178 

 

Correlation analysis is a mathematical method used to assess the significance of a relationship between factors 

and dimensions. With a correlation above 0.05 indicates a strong relationship between dependent and 

independent variables. As shown above there is a strong relationship between intellectual capital and dynamic 

capability, and a strong relationship between knowledge capacity and dynamic capability. 

 

Table 5: regression results 
independent variables dependent variable adjusted R 

square 

coefficient’s 

value 

T taste  result 

intellectual capital  dynamic capability 0.65 0.446 6.677 accepted  

knowledge capacity dynamic capability 0.65 0.464 6.936 accepted  

intellectual capital  dynamic capability 0.63 0.83 19.86 accepted  

 

According to the regression analysis which is a valid method to determine how hypothesized factors affect each 

other. In other meaning how independent dimensions influence the dependent dimension (Hamid and Durmaz, 

2021). Further, the T-Stat demonstrates the strength of this relationships. In the above table, intellectual capital 

and knowledge capacity have positive significant impact on dynamic capability, intellectual capital (6.677), 

knowledge management (6.936). Besides, the intellectual capital has positive and significant impact on 

knowledge management capacity (19.86) respectively.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The aim of this paper was to investigate the impacts of intellectual capital and knowledge management capacity 

on dynamic capabilities. To do this a survey questionnaire has been arranged and applied at the regional 

companies. As a result 178 data have been conducted and evaluated through correlation and regression analysis, 

in conclusion it has been observed that the intellectual capital and knowledge capacity positively leverages on 

dynamic capability, in addition, the intellectual capital also positively leverages on knowledge capacity.   

 

Recommendations 

Based on the results of this project  company owner and the top managers should provide a good enough 

intellectual capital and knowledge capacity as well, in order to increase and push the dynamic capabilities the 

employees have to received enough information and intellectual capital knowledge. Especially, the intellectual 
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capital has strong positive and significant impact on knowledge capacity. Since, the knowledge capacity has a 

vital importance in the effectiveness and success of the environment company performance. Top managers 

should always search for various alternatives to support intellectual capital and knowledge capacity to improve 

the dynamic capabilities in the company atmosphere.    
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